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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the present work is to provide a basic orientation in the methods of computing shock structure. We will apply the methods to simple models for air and plasma. For air, we will use the model used by Thomas,l namely a simple gas with rigid sphere interactions. We shall treat the plasma here using a very simple model. First, we assume that there is no charge separation so that the plasma moves along as a single fluid and we will need only one momentum equation. Second, we assume that the electrons and ions are always at equilibrium at the same temperature so that we will need only one energy equation.
w will set up the equation for the basic mode!. s jn the next four sections. Then we will begin ctmwiderationof our special applications in Section VI. The r.equence of applicationswill progress from the simplest to the most complicated caee.
Since our primary interest ia plasma rather then air, we will set up our basic tk.eoryfor plasma and in the application simply indicate what changes have to be made to obtain the analogous results for air.
II. THS BASIC MODEL
For our basic model for the plasma we will use the hydromagneti.c equations as obtained from lowestorder Chapman-Enskog theory. a We will refer to a discussion by Burgers= for our basic equations.
Hereafter, we will designate this reference by the letter B. Since we rule out charge separation and temperature differences between the electronic and ionic components, we can use the equations for the flow of the gas as a whole. Thus we use the equation under heading (A) on pages 128-129 of B.
Throughout this section the units are all Gaussian.
Changes will be indicated when they are made in late sections.
The~.conse rvation law is, from (5-27)B, +pe.o, Dt where (2-1) where P is the density and u is the velocity of the total fluid.
For the momentum conservation law we will use q 5 (5-28)B. We drop the gravity term and, eince there i.sno charge separation,we also drop the PeE~term.
Thus, we write 'D$+&-(3x E)i=o. where~is the electrical reaistivity of the total fluid. Thue, the last term in (2-9) is seen to be the Joule-heating term. The current ? is related to the magnetic field B through Ampere's law,~v xil. '=4X (2-12)
According to lowest-orderChapmen-Enskog theory, the heat flux, qi, is given by (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) where x is the thermal conductivity of Lhe total fluid and T ia its tenq>erature.Using (2-10) through (2-13) we write (2-9) in the form
To complete our theory we need to obtain an equation for the penetration of the magnetic field into the plasma. Combining (2-10) and (2-11) we
Cmbining (2-12) and (2-15) we get Equations (2-l), (2-8), (2-14), and (2-19) constitute our besic set of equations of motion.
III. TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS
In Section 11 we developed the basic equations of motion for the plasma as a whole. Included in the equations were the transport coefficients p, n, and 11for the gas as a whole. For the theory discussed above these transport coefficientsare ob- . interpolation We make the same sort of did with P. Thus, -5/2 here as we (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) "*"
Next, we consider the electrical resistivity.
Since the resistive effecte involve mainly the electrons, we drop the ionic contribution. The relevant result is given on pages 138-139 of S. We obtain (4-4)
We will now begin to compare our equetione with the equations of l?homes,xreferred to hereafter an T.
(4-4) caneaeilybe put into the form of (l)Tby differentiation. (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . where H 3/2 n$(ec)a c= 7 * 2(Of582) "
We assume that we will have a driving field,~, directed in the z-direction, but varying only in the x-direction. Then, (2-12) can be written
This is in the form of (3)T. However, not only do we have the altered definitions of P and E, but additional magnetic terms as well.
Finally, for the present geometry (2-19) is written With the help of (4-6),we reduce (2-3) to additional efadded term in Similarly, we write the energy equation (2-14) in the form, In integrating (4-15) we have to make use of (5-2) and (5-3). We obtain (4-12) uE+ub-~L Q32-W=C.
au2+q-4fl Afl (5-4) We define the internal energy density to be ' where n is the density in atoms/cc, k is Boltzmenn's constant in erg/°K, P is the density in and also note that p = nkToT .
(4-14)
Hence, (4-12) canbe written grems/cc, and @tis the gas constant in erg/(gram eV).
Making use of (5-5), we write (4-14) as P= P6tT.
(5-6)
Meking use of (2-13) and (4-9), we write (5-2) through (5-4) in the form,
Let us now consider a schematic plot of the density across the shock wave in The details of the comparison are given in Section VI.
VI. THE ZERO MAGNETIC FIELD CASE
We will see that certain scaling properties occur as soon as we discard the magnetic field. (6-6) Setting y = 1: in (6-1) through (6-3), we obtain (6-4) through (6-6) so that the results of Section V reduce appropriately to the perfect gas case.
The shock strength reduces to (6-7)
In the remainder of this sectionwe will use (6-1) through (6-3) instead of (6-4) through (6-6) in order to facilitate comparison with previous work for gases of general y. However, we must bear in mind that for the plasma case y is understood to be equalto l:. From (6-1) through (6-3), we obtaiñ
;=&L=~-2(; -1) % (6-10) (y+l);+ (y-1)"
From the equation of state (5-6) we obtain (6-11)
If the problem can be scaled appropriately, then we need not specify ambient conditions such as (PI,P1,T1),but may represent a whole class Of prOblems in terms of scaled variables by choosing only the shock strength,~. We will then be able to express a multitude of results involving the three ambient parameters by the same scaled curves. We will show t~t air and plasma (in our simple model)
can be scaled in this way. (6-28)
We can now write (6-12) and (6-13) in the form where a is the collision cross section and V. is a dimensionlessnumber 0.998. From (6-27) and (6-28)
we obtain Here f can be anything since we have as yet specified no relation between u and z. Now, let us scale our x-variable in terms of the mean free path, 1. Therefore, using (6-17),we write % =:U'=*" (6-40)
Substituting (5-6) and (6-22) into (6-9),we obtain
Ul=m== -
Substituting (6-41) into (6-40),we obtain m! +1);+1 WI = (N+l)(; +l) "
Fran (6-10),we get Directly from (6-19),we obtain ei=wi(l:wi).
(6-41) (6-42) (6-43) (6-44) Therefore, from~we can calculate w and e both before and behind the shock wave.
Using (6-8), (6-lo), and (6-11),we can calculate~, ;, and ? in the scaled problem. To get back to the unecaled solution, we need to specify two out of the three ambient quantities (pl,~,Tl).
The third ambient variable is then givenby (5,-6).
From the definition of~,~,?) we then immediately obtain (ps,%a,'Ib).The constants a, b, and c are then obtained from (6-14), (6-15), and (6-16). We can now plot the unscaled solution using the definitions or the scaled variables and other simple relati.one which are sumnerized as follows: and (6-40). We can integrate (7-3) numerically.
There is a elight complicationwith regard to the initial value of w. If we take w = WI or w = %, we must start our integration at some indeterminate large dietance from the shock wave, and this is clearly unsatisfactory. Instead, we must find an 13 approximate solution to (7-3), valid when w deviatea from wi(i = 1, 2) by a small, but finite, amount. 
(7-14) out our integration using simple scheme such as (7-7) We are thus free to carry Runge-Kutta, or some very Equation (7-3) becomes 'n-l-l Computations using (7-15) the Maniac-II. The cases results will be discussed section.
We will now discuss the validity of T5/2 ;= kc 3P1K' (7-17) Thus, we carry out our integrationnumerically for increasing (decreasing)s using the exact form (7-3). We integrate until w has approached Wj(j+ i). To do this we must set up a reasonable mesh. A rough estimate of the shock thickness is obtained as follows. We define the center of the shock front to be at the point on the w vs. s curve at which w =~. Then, using (7-3) with w set equal to i, the shock thickness is given by T5/2 X=c mm" (7-18) Thus, we obtain , f .&% = 2.26 X 102 plawns N6t Cul (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) which is a dimensionless constant.
For air, N = 5, so that
which is close to (7-16), so the simple approximation is seen to be good for air. On the other hand, for plasmã N+2 4 3 7-7
. $= 2.222 , (7-21) which does not agree well with (7-19), so the simple approximation is quite bad for plasma. Furthermore, generalizationsto more complicated shock wave calculationswill depart from the simple approx~ation. Therefore, in the next section we will solve the pair of simultaneous differential equations without the simplificationof (7-l).
Using the methods discussed in this section,
we have calculated the shock wave structure for air and have plotted the results in Figs. 2 and 3. In Fig. 2 we give a plot which ccnnpares with Fig. 1 of Thomas. The straight line is drawn through the point UJ=; on the curve in Fig. 2 and is adjusted to have a slope which satisfies (7-11). A glance at Fig. 2 indicates that the straight line gives a good rough estimate of the shock thickness. Since the Thomas approximation is not good for plasma, we will not discuss the plasma shock structure in this section.
VIII. SOLUTION OF TSE SIMULTANJIOUS EQLUWIONS
As mentioned in the previous section, we will The scaled velocityw vs. the scaled distance s for a shock wave in air. The pressure ratio is 4.4981 as in the second case of Thomas. 1 which (7-1) doesn't hold. In general, there is no simple analytic solution to (6-39), and we have to go back and solve (6-37) and (6-38) simultaneously.
We We will leave the index 1 undetermined so that either the upstream or downstream singular point can be selected aa a starting point for integratingthe simultaneous differential equation. More will be said about this later.
We write q)=(ul 'wi)q~+(e-ei)p~, We then obtain w(ao to (7-lo). Substituting (8-12) and (8-13) into (8-1O) and (8-11),we obtain ) by using (8-18). Comparing (8-17) and (8-18),we see that Indeed this will happen in our problems. Thus, it is expedient to start our numerical integrationat point (wS,&) instead of (UII,O1).If we start at (Wl,tll), the slightest numerical error will cause us to miss (uJa,f3s) by a considerablemargin. By the same token, the error diminishes as we go from (%,%) to (%,%). It is often possible (as in our case) to discover an appropriate direction of integration by trial and error. This is not generally true, however.
Carrying out the differentiationsindicated in (8-6) and (8-7),we obtain 3.
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